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The local, eigenfunction-weighted acoustic phonon density of states(DOS) tensor is calculated for a model
substrate consisting of a semi-infinite isotropic elastic continuum with a stress-free surface. On the surface, the
local DOS is proportional to the square of the frequencyv, as for the three-dimensional Debye model, but with
a constant of proportionality that is considerably enhanced compared to the Debye value, a consequence of the
Rayleigh surface modes. The local DOS tensor at the surface is also anisotropic, as expected. Inside the
substrate the local DOS is both spatially anisotropic and nonquadratic in frequency. However, at depths that are
large compared withvl /v, wherevl is the bulk longitudinal sound velocity, the local DOS approaches the
isotropic Debye value. The results are applied to a Si substrate.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND ELASTIC SUBSTRATE MODEL

A variety of surface and near-surface thermodynamic and
lattice dynamical phenomena are governed by the phonon
density of states(DOS), the number of vibrational modes per
unit frequency, per unit volume of solid. In an inhomoge-
neous system, however, it is possible to distinguish between
the “global” DOS, which makes reference only to the
vibrational-mode frequencies of the entire system, and a lo-
cal, eigenfunction-weighted DOS. In systems with a small
mechanicalsurface-to-volume ratio, the volume including all
parts of the system and environment participating in the vi-
brations, the global DOS is essentially unchanged from that
of a bulk system. The eigenfunction-weighted DOS is inter-
esting both because it is relevant to a variety of physical
phenomena, and because it contains local, position-
dependent mechanical and vibrational information about the
system. Furthermore, experimental techniques such as elec-
tron energy loss spectroscopy and helium-atom scattering are
sensitive to the local DOS.1

In this paper, we calculate the local phonon DOS tensor
for a model substrate consisting of a semi-infinite isotropic
elastic continuum with a stress-free surface, appropriate for
low-frequency acoustic phonons in real solids with an ex-
posed clean surface. The elastic continuum is also assumed
to be linear and nonpolar. The free surface is taken to lie in
the xy plane, with the substrate occupying thez.0 half-
space. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the lateral
directions, on an areaA. Normalized vibrational eigenfunc-
tions have been obtained for this geometry in a classic paper
by Ezawa.2 Computational approaches such as the recursion
method3–5 could also be applied to this model.

II. LOCAL PHONON DOS TENSOR

We begin by defining the local DOS tensorgijsr ,vd, the
quantity to be calculated in this paper. The Lagrangian den-
sity for a linear, nonpolar, isotropic elastic continuum is

L =
1

2
rs]tud2 −

1

2
l uii

2 − m uij
2 , s1d

whereusr ,td is the displacement field, and whereuij ;s]iuj

+] juid /2 is the strain tensor.r is the mass density, andl and

m are the standard Lamé coefficients, related to the bulk
longitudinal and transverse sound velocitiesvl andvt accord-
ing to vl =Îsl+2md /r and vt;Îm /r. The equation of mo-
tion following from Eq.(1) is

]t
2u − vl

2 = s= ·ud + vt
2 = 3 = 3 u = 0. s2d

It will also be useful to define an elastic stress tensorTij
from the continuity equation]tPi +] jTij =0 for momentum
densityP;r ]tu. In an isotropic elastic medium, it follows
from Eq. (2) that

Tij = − ls= ·uddi j − 2m uij = − cijklukl, s3d

where

cijkl = l di jdkl + msdikd jl + dild jkd s4d

is the corresponding elastic tensor. The boundary condition
at thez=0 exposed planar surfaceS is

Tizsrd = 0, r P S, i = x,y,z. s5d

To quantize the elastic waves we require the displacement
field and momentum density to satisfy the canonical commu-
tation relation

fuisr d,P jsr 8dg = i"di jdsr − r 8d. s6d

Therefore, we can expand the displacement field in a basis of
bosonic creation and annihilation operators according to

usr d = o
n

Î "

2rvn
fanfnsr d + an

†fn
*sr dg, s7d

where thefnsr d are vibrational eigenfunctions, defined to be
time-periodic solutions of the elasticity equation(2), in
the presence of the stated boundary conditions, and normal-
ized according toed3r fn

* ·fn8=dnn8. Here the integration is
over the volumeV of the system. The vibrational eigenfunc-

tions are assumed to be complete, so thatonf n
i sr df n

j*sr 8d
=di jdsr −r 8d.

The quantity we shall calculate in this paper is6
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gijsr ,vd ; o
n

dsv − vndf n
i sr dff n

j sr dg* , s8d

where i and j are Cartesian tensor indices. This quantity
weights each vibrational moden by the square of the ampli-
tude of the eigenfunction at positionr . The trace ofgijsr ,vd
also contains physically interesting information, namely

Tr gijsr ,vd = o
i

giisr ,vd = o
n

dsv − vndufnsr du2. s9d

Now, averaging the trace ofgijsr ,vd over the system volume
V leads to

1

V
E d3r Tr gijsr ,vd =

1

Vo
n

dsv − vnd, s10d

which is the ordinary intensive global DOS, i.e., the number
of vibrational modes per unit frequency per volume.

In an isotropic system with translational invariance, the
local DOS is independent of position, and Eq.(8) simplifies
to

gijsr ,vd =
di j

3Vo
n

dsv − vnd, s11d

where a three-dimensional system is assumed. Because there
is no position dependence here, the trace of this quantity
yields the global DOS[the right-hand-side of Eq.(10)].

Is the local DOS defined Eq.(8) a quantum mechanical
quantity? One the one hand, it does not involve", and in that
sense it is not quantum mechanical. On the other hand, how-
ever, the normalization assumed for thefnsr d is of quantum-
mechanical origin: Assuming the conventional bosonic com-
mutation relations for thean and an

† appearing in the
expansion of Eq.(7), the normalization condition on the vi-
brational eigenfunctions is required for Eq.(6) to be
satisfied.7 Therefore, the local DOS defined Eq.(8) naturally
shows up in quantum mechanical calculations of the vibra-
tional properties of inhomogeneous systems.

III. LOCAL DOS IN THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL
BULK LIMIT

In what follows it will be useful to recall the well-known
Debye DOS formula. The spectrum and normalized vibra-
tional eigenfunctions for a three-dimensional isotropic elastic
continuum, with periodic boundary conditions applied to the
surface of a three-dimensional volumeV, are

vmk = vmuk u and fmksr d =
eik·r

ÎV
emk , s12d

wherem=sl ,t1,t2d labels the longitudinal and two transverse
branches, the sound velocities are the bulk values quoted in
Sec. II, and theemk are unit polarization vectors forming an
orthogonal basis.elk is oriented in thek direction, andet1k

andet2k are perpendicular toelk and to each other.
In this case, Eq.(8) yields

gijsr ,vd =
1

Vo
mk

dsv − vmkde mk
i e mk

j . s13d

The fact thatvmk is independent of the direction ofk allows
the product of polarization vectors to be averaged over the
unit sphere, leading todi j /D in D dimensions. We then ob-
tain

gijsr ,vd =
di j

3Vo
mk

dsv − vmkd, s14d

an example of the form given in Eq.(11). Therefore, in the
V→` limit,

gijsr ,vd =
di j

3

v2

2p2S 1

vl
3 +

2

vt
3D . s15d

Eq. (15) is the conventional three-dimensional Debye
DOS tensor for acoustic phonons. Of course, in a real solid
the continuum approximation breaks down at short wave-
lengths and the spectrum is cut off at high frequencies.

IV. LOCAL DOS IN A SEMI-INFINITE ELASTIC
SUBSTRATE WITH A STRESS-FREE SURFACE

The evaluation of the local DOS for our substrate model
requires the vibrational eigenfunctions of a semi-infinite iso-
tropic elastic continuum with a stress-free surface, which
have been obtained by Ezawa.2 The modes are labeled by a
branch indexm, taking the five values SH, + ,−, 0, and R, by
a two-dimensional wave vectorK in the plane defined by the
surface, and by a parameterc with the dimensions of velocity
that is continuous for all branches except the Rayleigh
branchm=R. SH stands for shear wave with horizontal po-
larization. The range of the parameterc depends on the
branchm, and is given in Table I. The frequency of mode
sm,K ,cd is vmKc=cK, whereK;uK u is the magnitude of the
two-dimensional wave vector. As stated above, we shall as-
sume periodic boundary conditions in thex and y direction
applied to a finite areaA.8

The definition of the local DOS given in Eq.(8) applies to
a system with a discrete spectrum. The generalization of Eq.
(8) to our model, which has a mixed discrete-continuous
spectrum, is

TABLE I. Values of the parameterc for the five branches of
vibrational modes of a semi-infinite substrate. The Rayleigh branch
m=R has a single value ofc, which we denote bycR.

m Range ofc

SH fvt ,`g
± fvl ,`g
0 fvt ,vlg
R cR (discrete)
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gijsr ,vd = o
K

dsv − cRKdf RK
i sr dff RK

j sr dg*

+ o
K

o
mÞR

E
Gm

dc dsv − cKdf mKc
i sr dff mKc

j sr dg* .

s16d

The first term accounts for the Rayleigh surface wave branch
m=R, and these vibrational mode eigenfunctions are normal-
ized as in Sec. II. The value ofc for the Rayleigh branch,cR,
is calculated below. The second term in Eq.(16) accounts for
the four remaining branchesm=SH, + ,−, and 0, having con-
tinuous values ofc. Their eigenfunctions are instead normal-
ized according toed3r fmKc

* ·fm8K8c8=dmm8dKK 8dsc−c8d. Fur-
thermore,Gm is the integration domain given in Table I.

We turn now to an evaluation of Eq.(16). The contribu-
tion from each branch in Table I will be discussed separately
in the sections to follow.

A. SH branch

First we consider them=SH branch, for which2

fSH =Î 2cK

pvt
2bA

cossbKzdez 3 eKeiK ·r , s17d

where

bscd ; Îsc/vtd2 − 1, s18d

and whereeK ;K /K is a unit vector in theK direction. This
mode is polarized in thexy plane, perpendicular toK . The
contribution made by this branch to the local DOS is

gij
sSHdsr ,vd =

2v

pvt
2A

o
K
E

vt

`

dc
cos2svbz/cd

b

3dsv − cKdsez 3 eKdisez 3 eKd j . s19d

Taking the A→` limit, and making use of thetwo-
dimensional DOS formula

1

Ao
K

dsv − cKd =E d2K

4p2dsv − cKd =
v

2pc2 , s20d

leads to

gij
sSHdsr ,vd =

v2

p2vt
2E

vt

`

dc
cos2svbz/cd

bc2 sez 3 eKdisez 3 eKd j ,

s21d

where

sez 3 eKdisez 3 eKd j ;E dV

2p
sez 3 eKdisez 3 eKd j s22d

denotes a two-dimensional average over the directions ofK .
Finally, using

sez 3 eKdisez 3 eKd j =
di j

2
s1 − dizd s23d

leads to

gij
sSHdsr ,vd =

v2

2p2vt
3di js1 − dizdISHSvz

vt
D , s24d

where

ISHsZd ; E
1

`

ds
cos2sZÎs2 − 1/sd

s2Îs2 − 1
. s25d

Below we will make use of the largeZ limit of ISHsZd, which
is

lim
Z→`

ISHsZd =
1

2
. s26d

B. ± branches

For them=+ and − branches the normalized vibrational
eigenmodes are2

f± =Î K

4pcA
hf7a−1/2se−iaKz − z±eiaKzd

+ ib1/2se−ibKz + z±eibKzdgeK

+ f±a1/2se−iaKz + z±eiaKzd

+ ib −1/2se−ibKz − z±eibKzdgezjeiK ·r , s27d

where

ascd ; Îsc/vld2 − 1. s28d

Herez± is a phase factor

z±scd ;
fsb2 − 1d ± 2iÎabg2

sb2 − 1d2 + 4ab
, s29d

with uz±scdu=1. We also note that

eK
i eK

j =
di j

2
s1 − dizd. s30d

The m=± branches therefore contribute an amount

gij
s+dsr ,vd + gij

s−dsr ,vd s31d

to the local DOS, where

gij
s±dsr ,vd =

v2di j

16p2vl
3Fs1 − dizdI±Svz

vl
D + 2dizJ±Svz

vl
DG .

s32d

Here
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I±sZd ; E
1

` ds

s4Uss2 − 1d−1/4Fe−iZÎs2−1/s − S fs2/n2 − 2 ± 2iss2 − 1d1/4ss2/n2 − 2d1/4g2

ss2/n2 − 2d2 + 4ss2 − 1d1/2ss2/n2 − 2d1/2 DeiZÎs2−1/sG
7 iss2/n2 − 1d1/4Fe−iZÎss/nd2−1/s + S fs2/n2 − 2 ± 2iss2 − 1d1/4ss2/n2 − 2d1/4g2

ss2/n2 − 2d2 + 4ss2 − 1d1/2ss2/n2 − 2d1/2 DeiZÎss/nd2−1/sGU2

, s33d

and

J±sZd ; E
1

` ds

s4Uss2 − 1d1/4Fe−iZÎs2−1/s + S fs2/n2 − 2 ± 2iss2 − 1d1/4ss2/n2 − 2d1/4g2

ss2/n2 − 2d2 + 4ss2 − 1d1/2ss2/n2 − 2d1/2 DeiZÎs2−1/sG
± iss2/n2 − 1d−1/4Fe−iZÎss/nd2−1/s − S fs2/n2 − 2 ± 2iss2 − 1d1/4ss2/n2 − 2d1/4g2

ss2/n2 − 2d2 + 4ss2 − 1d1/2ss2/n2 − 2d1/2 DeiZÎss/nd2−1/sGU2

, s34d

where

n ;
vt

vl
s35d

is the ratio of transverse and longitudinal bulk sound veloci-
ties. It can be shown that

lim
Z→`

I±sZd =
4

3
+

2

3n3 −
2

3n3s1 − n2d3/2 s36d

and

lim
Z→`

J±sZd =
2

3
+

4

3n3 −
2

3n3s2 + n2dÎ1 − n2. s37d

C. 0 branch

Next we consider them=0 branch, for which2

f0 =Î K

2pbcA
hfiC e−gKz + ib e−ibKz + ibAeibKzgeK

+ f− gCe−gKz + ie−ibKz − iAeibKzgezjeiK ·r , s38d

where

g scd ; Î1 − sc/vld2, s39d

Ascd ;
sb2 − 1d2 − 4ibg

sb2 − 1d2 + 4ibg
, s40d

and

Cscd ;
4bsb2 − 1d

sb2 − 1d2 + 4ibg
. s41d

Note thatuAscdu=1.
The m=0 branch therefore contributes to Eq.(16) the

quantity

gij
s0dsr,vd =

v2di j

8p2vt
3Fs1 − dizdI0Svz

vt
D + 2 dizJ0Svz

vt
DG ,

s42d

where

I0sZd ; E
1

1/n ds

s4Îs2 − 1

3US 4ss2 − 2dss2 − 1d1/2

ss2 − 2d2 + 4iss2 − 1d1/2s1 − n2s2d1/2D
3e−ZÎ1−n2s2/s + ss2 − 1d1/2e−iZÎs2−1/s + ss2 − 1d1/2

3S ss2 − 2d2 − 4iss2 − 1d1/2s1 − n2s2d1/2

ss2 − 2d2 + 4iss2 − 1d1/2s1 − n2s2d1/2DeiZÎs2−1/sU2

s43d

and

J0sZd ; E
1

1/n ds

s4Îs2 − 1
Us1 − n2s2d1/2

3S 4ss2 − 2dss2 − 1d1/2

ss2 − 2d2 + 4iss2 − 1d1/2s1 − n2s2d1/2D
3e−ZÎ1−n2s2/s − ie−iZÎs2−1/s

+ iS ss2 − 2d2 − 4iss2 − 1d1/2s1 − n2s2d1/2

ss2 − 2d2 + 4iss2 − 1d1/2s1 − n2s2d1/2DeiZÎs2−1/sU2

.

s44d

Furthermore, we note the asymptotic results

lim
Z→`

I0sZd =
2

3
s1 − n2d3/2 s45d

and

lim
Z→`

J0sZd =
2

3
s2 + n2dÎ1 − n2. s46d

D. Rayleigh branch

The normalized vibrational eigenmodes for the Rayleigh
branchm=R are2
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fR =Î K

KA
HFie−wKz − iS 2wh

1 + h2De−hKzGeK

− Fwe−wKz − S 2w

1 + h2De−hKzGezJeiK ·r , s47d

where

w ; Î1 − scR/vld2 andh ; Î1 − scR/vtd2. s48d

Furthermore,

K ;
sw − hdsw − h + 2wh2d

2wh2 . s49d

In Eq. (48), cR is the velocity of the Rayleigh(surface)
waves, given by

cR = j vt, s50d

wherej is the root between 0 and 1 of the polynomial

j6 − 8j4 + 8s3 − 2n2dj2 − 16s1 − n2d = 0, s51d

with n the velocity ratio defined above in Eq.(35). In terms
of j we can write

w = Î1 − n2j2 andh = Î1 − j2. s52d

The Rayleigh branch contributes an amount

gij
sRdsr ,vd =

v2di j

4pKcR
3Fs1 − dizdIRSvz

cR
D + 2dizJRSvz

cR
DG ,

s53d

where

IRsZd ; Fe−wZ − S 2wh

1 + h2De−hZG2

s54d

and

JRsZd ; w2Fe−wZ − S 2

1 + h2De−hZG2

. s55d

Both IRsZd and IRsZd vanish in the largeZ limit.

E. Local DOS

By symmetry, the local DOS tensor is diagonal, with the
in-plane componentsgxx=gyy generally different than the
perpendicular componentgzz. Combining the results derived
above, we obtain our principal result,

gijsr ,vd = di j
v2s2 + n3d

6p2vt
3 Fs1 − dizdgiSvz

vl
D + dizg'Svz

vl
DG ,

s56d

where

gisud ;
3

2 + n3ISHsu/nd +
3n3

8s2 + n3d
fI+sud + I−sudg

+
3

4s2 + n3d
I0su/nd +

3p

2s2 + n3dKj3IRsu/jnd s57d

and

g'sud ;
3n3

4s2 + n3d
fJ+sud + J−sudg +

3

2s2 + n3d
J0su/nd

+
3p

s2 + n3dKj3JRsu/jnd. s58d

The prefactorv2s2+n3d /6p2vt
3 in Eq. (56) is the bulk Debye

DOS. In the largeu limit, corresponding to high frequencies
v, large perpendicular distancesz, or both, the asymptotic
results given above lead to

lim
u→`

gisud = lim
u→`

g'sud = 1, s59d

in which case the local DOS of Eq.(56) reduces to the De-
bye value given in Eq.(15).

V. APPLICATION TO SILICON

To apply these results, we shall approximate Si as an iso-
tropic elastic continuum with longitudinal and transverse
sound velocities

vl = 8.473 105 cm s−1, s60d

vt = 5.863 105 cm s−1, s61d

and mass density

r = 2.33 g cm−3. s62d

The velocities above follow from using the measured
elastic constantsc11=1.6731012 dyn cm−2 and c44=8.01
31011 dyn cm−2 at 70 K reported in Ref. 9. A more precise
method of determining these velocities would be to use the
actual anisotropic elastic tensor to construct a best fit to an
isotropic one.10 However, this only makes small changes in
the final results.

The Rayleigh sound speed is determined from Eq.(51).
The velocity ratio defined in Eq.(35) is n=0.693, leading to
j=0.882, and hence

cR = 5.173 105 cm s−1 sfor Sid. s63d

In addition,w=0.792,h=0.472, andK=0.610.
In Fig. 1, we present plots of the dimensionless DOS

functionsgisud andg'sud for Si. Hereu;vz/vl, wherev is
the angular frequency,z is the perpendicular distance from
the surface, or depth, andvl is the bulk longitudinal sound
velocity. The dimensionless DOS has an interesting oscilla-
tory structure whenu is small, and approaches unity in the
largeu limit. When u=0,

gis0d = 2.60 s64d

and

g's0d = 3.28. s65d

On the substrate surface,z=0, the local DOS is considerably
modified from the bulk Debye value, as a consequence of
Eqs. (64) and (65). In particular,gxxs0,vd andgyys0,vd are
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quadratic in frequency with a constant of proportionality
gis0d times that of the Debye model. Similarly,gzzs0,vd is
quadratic inv, with a constant of proportionality a factor of
g's0d larger than in the Debye case. I note that in Si, the
contributions togis0d and g's0d from the Rayleigh branch
aloneare 0.73 and 2.44, respectively, implying that the Ray-
leigh branch alone quite substantially fails to account for the
in-plane components of the DOS at the surface.

The oscillatory structure ingisud andg'sud also modifies
the frequency dependence of the local DOS inside the sub-
strate. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, wheregijsz,vd is plotted in
units of s2+n 3d /6p 2vt

3. In these units, the Debye DOS is
simply v2, shown as the dotted line in the figure.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have calculated the local, eigenfunction-weighted
acoustic phonon DOS tensor for a model substrate consisting
of a semi-infinite isotropic elastic continuum with a stress-
free surface, and applied the results to Si. The local DOS on
the surface is quadratic inv, with a proportionality constant
that is enhanced compared to the three-dimensional bulk De-
bye model. The enhancement factors for Si are given in Eqs.

(64) and (65), and can be shown to be always greater than
unity at the surface of an isotropic elastic substrate. Inside
the substrate the frequency dependence is nonquadratic, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. At depthsz large compared withvl /v,
wherevl is the bulk longitudinal sound velocity, or at fre-
quenciesv large compared withvl /z, the local DOS ap-
proaches the isotropic Debye value. These regimes corre-
sponds to the largeu limits of gisud and g'sud, defined in
Eqs.(57) and (58).

As expected, the presence of the free surface significantly
changes the vibrational properties of the system when the
conditionz,l is met, wherel is a characteristic bulk pho-
non wavelength with frequencyv. At a fixed frequency, this
condition reduces to a requirement on distances from the
surface, whereas at fixed depths it becomes a condition on
frequency.
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FIG. 1. Dimensionless local DOS functionsgi (solid curve) and
g' (dashed curve), defined in Eqs.(57) and (58), for an isotropic
elastic continuum model of a Si substrate. Hereu;vz/vl. The
DOS functions are essentially equal to unity foru.10.

FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of the local DOSgxxsz,vd
=gyysz,vd (solid curve) and gzzsz,vd (dashed curve) for a fixed
z.0, compared to the purely quadratic frequency dependence(dot-
ted curve) of the Debye model. In all cases the DOS is given in
units of s2+n3d /6p2vt

3. The frequency is plotted in units ofvl /z,
wherevl is the bulk longitudinal sound velocity. Elastic parameters
corresponding to Si are assumed.
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